MILO® 3.75 Dental Implants are the latest addition to the MILO® Implant System Family. As with MILO® 3.0 Implants they are engineered for the anatomical and physiological demands of long-term denture stabilization or the permanent rehabilitation of single or multiple incisors. MILO® is a true convertible implant with one-piece solid strength and two-piece versatility.

- Convertible Implant
- OSSEAN® Surface Applied to Collar and Body
- Cement-Over™ Abutments
- Patented Blossom® Self-Tapping Design

Patented Cement-Over Abutments™ provide the clinician with an unsurpassed range of prosthetic options. Including a Straight, 15°, Cad / Cam, Healing Cap and a plastic castable version. Abutments simply fit over the O-Ball assembly and convert the implant from removable to fixed prosthetic options.

MILO® 3.75 Implants are available in five lengths (10, 11.5, 13, 15 and 17 mm)

U.S. and Worldwide Patents Pending:
For Patent List Visit: www.intra-lock.com/patents.html

3.75mm Ø MILO® Implants with OSSEAN® bio-active surface is found on all MILO® implants. Its structure is engineered to increase host-to-implant biocompatibility and biomechanical response which is well documented in the scientific literature.

3.75mm MILO®

*Length 10 mm 11.5 mm 13 mm 15 mm 17 mm
Ref. No. MLW3710 MLW3711 MLW3713 MLW3715 MLW3717

*The actual thread length is 2mm less than the catalog description.
**Prosthetic Components**

MILO® Laboratory Analog
- Replicates the MILO® Implant Platform .................................................. MLA

MILO® Metal Housing with O-Ring
- O-Rings encapsulated in Micro metal housing for ease of placement and replacement .................................................. MDLMMH
- O-Rings encapsulated in Standard metal housing for ease of placement and replacement ............................................. MDLMMH

O-Ring Replacements
- Quantity of 1 (for Micro Housing) .................................................. MDLMOR
- Quantity of 1 (for Standard Housing) ............................................. MDLOR
- Quantity of 10 (for Micro Housing) ............................................... MDLMOR10

MILO® Cement-Over Abutments™
- Cements over O-Ball assembly for fixed bridges, Straight .................. MLSA
- Cements over O-Ball assembly for fixed bridges, Angulated 15° ....... MLAA15
- Cements over O-Ball assembly for fixed crowns, Wide ................. WCA3
- Plastic Castable Abutment for fixed bridges ..................................... MLPA
- Plastic Healing Cap for Press Fit on O-Ball Assembly ................. MLHC

MILO® Impression Coping
- Pick up Impression Coping ............................................................... MLT

MILO® Abutment for CAD/CAM
- Titanium Core for MILO® Platform .................................................. MLTICO

Provides the optimum structural support to enhance CAD/CAM ceramic restorations.

**Ancillary Items**

Drills
- Lancer 0-2mm - Sterile ..................................................................... LD
- Pilot Drill ø1.5mm Sterile ............................................................ D1515
- Twist Drill ø2.0mm Sterile ........................................................... D2015
- 3.75mm Final Drill ...................................................................... CD375
- Countersink Drill for 3.75 (Not Shown) .................................. CS3

*Implant Insertion Instruments*

MILO® Contra Angle Driver
- Standard Contra Angle ................................................................. MDLCAD

MILO® Ratchet Drivers
Use as a MILO® Hand Driver or with a Surgical Ratchet Wrench
- Surgical Ratchet Driver ............................................................... MDLRD
- Surgical Ratchet Driver, Long ..................................................... MDLRDL

MILO® Manual Wrench
- Connects to the Ratchet Driver ................................................ MDLMW

Tissue Punch
- Latch Tissue Punch ø3mm .......................................................... RPCA3

Surgical Ratchet Wrench
- With standard 4x4mm connection, autoclavable ......................... SRA

Surgical Box
- Accommodates all MILO® surgical instruments for Implant delivery and placement. This multi-use box also accommodates instrumentation for MDL & OP Implants. (Photo illustrates instrumentation for all three systems. These instruments are not included with the Box.) .... MDLOPSK